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Translation No. 37 

OBSERVATION OF A "FRONT" OF ®:JIONAL HErAHOH.PHISM 

, 
P&mm, Rene and ROUBAULT, Narcel, Observation d1un "front" de 

, , , 
Bulle~in de 1a Societe Geologique de 

France, ser. 5, v. 11, p. ltl3-193, 5 fig ., 2 plates, 1941. 

Translated by Hrs, S~verine H. Britt, U. s. Geological Survey, 1953. 

Drawing his inspiration from the theories on metamorphism b,y reaction 

in the solid state, and from some observations, ;.H~nt Perrin_/ in his· article 

I , ' ' _/ Perrin, Rene, Le metamorphisms generateur de plissement~ Annales des 

Hines, Paris, October :1.935. 

"Metamorphism, the generator of folding" stated in 1935: 

1) that some "sudden arrest" of regional metamorphisr.1 way occur and 

that some formations may present a barrier to its progress. It seemed ·uo 

him that the: Trias effertively played that role in some parts of the Alps 

(Perrin, Ren:, p. 14 and 15). 

2) p. 33 "A sedimentary formation overzying a folded crystalline rock 

in disconformity with the schistosity of the latter, does not prove that 

this rock (the crystalline) ~s formed and folded prior to the deposition 

of the sediment." Finally, he advised one (p. 32), before drawing any 

definite conclusion from the absence of contact metamorphism, to observe 

very closely the modifications either of the crystalline rock, or of the 
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sedimentary formation, or of both in the vicinity of the contact, any 

modification being an indication of meta~orphic action. 

Because these concepts seemed at first extreme~ bold, the authors 

made a thorough stu~ of some specific cases. 

The present article is concerned with the west contact of the crys

talline schist of the Beaufortin Massif 1 located between the Ar~ and 

the Isere Valle,ys, with a conglomerate formation composed of pink quar+z 

pebbles of various sizes in a sandstone groundmass._/ This conglomerate, 

_I The general geologic stu~ of that area was I made by E • . Ritter: La 
,. 

Bordure Sud-Quest du Hont Blanc (Les plis couches du Hont Joly et de ses 

attaches), Bull. Car te Geol. Fr., no. 601 tome Il, April, 1897). 

' very easy to recognize, is especially well exposed at Flumet 1 Hollieres 

d'Ugine, Venthon, in the Arly Valle.y. E. Ritte~ correlated it with the 
\ 

Trias, at Flunet; at Hollieres d1 Ugine1 there are two layers of conglom-

erate separated by a layer without pebbles. lten~ Perrin, in the pre-

vious~ mentioned paper, has expressed the hypothesis that the conglom-

erate of schist pebbles in a schist matrix, assigned to the Carboniferous, 

was the result of the metamorphism of this quartzose conglomerate. l'he 

authors also intend to consider this hypothesis. 

However, one thing is certainz these layers, as a whole, are per-

fectly concordant 'with the overlying Mesozoic formations; on the other 

hand, there is a striking similarity with the Triassic arkose which so 

commonly overlies the CI"'JStalline rocks in the so-called autochthonous 

massifs in the Swiss and French Alps. 

At first sight, this conglomerate appears in numerous areas to be 

a purely sedimentary formation not affected b,y metamorphism, and lying 

. •. 
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above the subjacent crystalline schist, whose metamorphism distinct~ 

appears to have taken place at an earlier time. At Flumet, there is a 

very distinct angular unconformity between the schistosity of the crys-

talline schist and the bedding of the conglomerate strata. 
., 

At Mollieres 

and Venthon, there is, on the contrary, more general concordance with 

some looal unconformities. 

As for the crystalline schist, it is part of the Beaufortin schist, 

and can be seen for tens of kilometers; this is, no doubt, what is re

ferred to as comprehenai ve regional metamorphism. · 

The authors• attention was first drawn b.Y a visible contact at the 

Venthon aluminun. factory. At first one gets a fair~ clear impression 

that the visible thin slice of conglomerate is .~ncluded in the crystal-

line schist, because if the schistosity of the upper part of the schist 

of the section were projected, it would overlie the conglomerate (fig. 1 ). 

But, if the conglomerate is studied close~, it seems, to the naked 

eye, in some places to be entire}¥ unmetamorphosed; in some other places 

that are close to the contact, pebbles are included in a JDatrix' of meta-

morphic and schistose character, and in the space of a few centimeters .. 
there is a progressive change to crystalline schist in which a few pink 

quartz pebbles are embedded. The impression is iDUnediately gained that 

the metamorphism of the schist had reached the conglomerate, part~ in

vaded it, and, if the following expression can be used - which gives a 

good ~ental picture - it died out within the distance of a few centi-

meters. 

This observation incited the authors to look more close~ at the 

Mollieres d•Ugine contact, where it is exposed and accessible on both 

sides of the Ar~ 1 and also to examine the talus blocks from this con-

tact. 



At first, a large and particularq interesting block (about 70 em 

long) w.s observed and collected. It is shom on fig. 2 J it br_,ke ott 

nearq along the contact of the green schist and the pinkish conglomerate, 

but fortunately a thickness of a taw centimeters of schist ramained &Dd 

it can be sean that pink pebbles and evan areas of conglourate are en-

tireq EllC1osed in the schist. The schistosity of the latter is, as a 

Wbole, concordant with the contact, but at one place a •tongue• ot light 

green schist, clear~ discordant, penetrates t~~ - · conglo11erate at an angle 

and engulfs the pebbles. . ' : ' 

At a second point, a brigh~ .. green .stretch .a .few mUlimeters thick, 

very similar in appearance to the schist, branches from the schist and 

joins it again approximatelY 15 em tarther _on, ;~closing a plate ot con

glomerate of normal appearance, thus ·outlini.Dg a veritable emall •tUon~ . 
_/ The 1110rd "filon" (vein) is used here \to · express an appearance and 

not a strict meaning. 

(vein) of schist (fig. 3). . . . . . : 

Pursuing their research in other areas 1 , the authors noted that t 

1) In the conglomerate adjacent to the contact, close observation 

revealed numerous small separated areas of greenish color and schistose 

appearance; 

2) At some points, in the space of a few centimeters at .,at, a 

progressive change could be observed from schist to congloaerat• tb&t 

is not at all metamorphic in appearance; 

3) At other pointe, vithin the congloJUrate, a netwrk of verr thin 

tUaments of green mica was found, Which ws similar to tbat in the 

schist (pl. IV, photo )). 
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The following observations were made on samples collected by the 

a·uthorsz 

l) From one sample to another, a cor.tinuous .incre~ ~e of metamor

phism with parallel development of the schistosity resulting in a real 

crystalline schist with pink quartz pebble inclusions. 

2) Clear samples of apopeyses with very sharp contacts, or •fUons" 

(veins) 1 of crystalline schist crossing the conglomerate and aleo 'includ

ing pink quartz pebbles (fig. 4 and 5, plate IV 1 photo l). 

To end the macroscopic description, it will be added that at 

l.follleres d•Ugine, between two beds of conglomerate, there is a becl ot 

lustrous greenish rocks, more metamorphic in appearance to the naked e17e 

than the enclosing conglomerate. 

Observations in thi3 field were supplemented by the microscopic 

analysis of thin sections. 

This detailed stu~ was concerned essential4 with a series ot 

rocks from the strata assigned to the Trias, near the bridge over the 

Arly, at Mollieres d 1 Ug1ne. 

A) White quartz sandstone, very slight~ greenish in places, with 

a few ferruginous spots visible to the naked e,ye. 

As a whole, clearly sedimentary in appearance with quartz grains 

rounded and generally convex. In places 1 however 1 some of the quarts 

grains show more complex forms with concave and convex sinuosities giving 

the impression of peninsulas separating intermediate gulfs. The matrix 

is very finely crystalline and includes a high proportion of thin pJ:vl

litic flakes that cannot be identifed with assurance except that a few 

at least are of muscovite and chlorite. Ferruginous traces zigzag be

tween the grains. 



B) Sandstone 1 almost white 1 very similar to A. 

General appearance similar to the preceding sample with quartz 

grains embodied in the peyllitic matrix; in some places, the shapes 

of the quartz grains are very complex giving strongly contorted as-

pects that recall some of the •corrosion" forms 'Which ware described 

in a previous article by the authors_/ (Photo 4, plate IV, and 4, pl. V). 

_I I I 
Perrin, R. and Roubault 1 M., Le gr~~ite et les reactions a 1 1 etat 

solide1 Bull. Serv. carte Gaol. Algerie, 5e serie1 no. 4, 1939. 

C) Greenish white conglomerate. In places, ve~ irregular grains. 

Tendency to some schistosity with appearance of greenish, satiny 1 foli

ated plates visible to the naked e.ye • 

. A thin section of the conglomerate shows two different zones, which 

for convenience will be designated 1 and 2. 

Zone 11 of very fine grain, is made up almost exclusively of quartz 

as tiny interlocking grains. In places, there are sinuous zones with 

parallel edges; having the appearance of veins in which the quartz grains 

are larger and more elongated normal to the direction of the vein, the 

general appearance being very similar to that described for sample E 

(Photo 5, pl. V). 

Zone 2 is composed of quartz grains commonly very sinuous in form 

in a matrix containing very thin micaceous flakes, and very similar in 

appearance to that of sample B • . The boundar;y between zone l and 2 is 

indistinct; a quartz grain situated on this boundary shows, toward zone 

1, a sinuous shape with well marked "gulfs" and "peninsulas". 
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D) Rock close to C. Conglomerate with fine and fair:cy uniform 

texture, with tendency to some schistosity as shown by satiny greenish 

zones. 

Numerous quartz grains embodied in a phyllitic groundmass; the 

quartz grains have regular shapes. Some large grains appear as aiJ\Yg

daloidal nodules included in wavy streaks or lenses of mica, the gen

eral texture resembling that of an augen-gneiss. 

E) Rock with very fine texture, schistose, micaceous. In the mass, 

greenish-gray color. In thin section, the texture is that of a mica 

schist grading into chlorite schist. Bands of chlorite and of sericite 

alternate regular:cy with bands of quartz (Photo 5, pl. IV). 

T-wo samples cut in this rock showed the presence of bands of quartz 

with parallel edges, perpendicular to the schistosity and having the 

appearance of veins (Photos 1, 2, J, pl. V). 

In reality, these bands are composed of quartz gra.ins elongated 

normal to the length of the vein and parallel with the schistosity. 

Horeover, these quartz grains frequent:cy grade into quartz grains of 

the normal schist bands._/ A few apatite crystals. 

_/ Without referring again to the use of the word "filon" /je~7 and 

the necessary distinction between the true and false veins, the appear

ance here described and shown in photomicrographs seems to be that of 

a particular:cy distinct false vein. 

F) G) H) Conglomerate and quartzite. 

Appearance similar to samples A and B. The only difference is the 

aspect of quartz grains which £requent:cy are strong:cy indented, and have 

sinuous shape. 
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The examination of these thin sections gives the following general 

impression: the texture of the sandstone and conglomerate is not as 

simple as appears to the naked e;re. Maey of the quartz grains do not 

have the distinct shape of the grains of an unaffected sandstone: the 

conunon appearance of "corrosion" forms, the sinuous and COJ!i>lex forms, 

the nature of the matrix itself - of variable texture - are very dis

tinct signs of an incipient metamorphism and of ret.;rystallization. 

Final~, the greenish and schistose zones (sample E, "tongues" and 

"veins" of the blocks shown by figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5) have the texture 

and composition of true chlorite schist or seri cite schist absolutely 

similar to schists of the great metamorpni0 series. 

After this Sl.U1111W"Y' of detailed observations, the conclusions of 

the authors are ~ivan belo~: 

1) A close examination of the contacts, which t o i} ::. naked eye 

appear to represent simple deposi tion of a co1~loruerate on an "old 

schist", reveals a much 100re complex phenomenon and shows that the 

conglomerate superposed on the crystalline schist has also been meta

morphosed. And, cons:;.deri.ng the similari t y of t l.9 minerals and the 

vecy short distance between the non-metamorphic conglomerate and the 

crystalline schist, it seems obvious that the metamorphism of the two 

rocks -was contemporary. Consequent~, the recqmmendation at the begin

ning of this article 11to carefully observe the contacts before coming 

to the conclusion of a simple deposition and age difference" appears 

well-fotmded. 
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2) Although the metamorphism has also affected the conglomerate, 

and was undoubt~ ·subsequent to the deposition of the latter, the 

schistosity is in places completely discordant with the stratification: 

tongues or apopQ1ses (figs. 2, 3, 4). 

Therefore it seems justified to repeat_/ that the discordant rela-

_/ Rene Perrin, loc. cit. 

tion of the crystalline schist does not prove, by itself, the earlier 

age of this schist in its present state, contrary to present opinions. 

The use of discordant relationship in tectonics and in stratigrapqy, as 

that of peb;.;les :in a conglomerate, has a value o~ if ontj of the forma.-. 
tions (in discordant relationship) or the matrix (in conglomerate) is 

completely unmetamorphosed. 

3) Obset"Vations have shown a certain continuity of regional meta-

morphism inasmuch as an inc!ipient metamorphism is found in parts of the 

conglomerate which appear intact; however, in somo places a real discon-

tinuity is seen cyr the naked eye as well as Wlder the microscope; and in 

some other placE:s a progressive change within, at the very most a few 

car,timeters, is seen from a completely metamorphosed rock to a rock where 

metamorphism is barel3 evident. This discontinuity occurs either at the 

base of the conglomerate itself, or within it. 

The authors• conclusion, extraordinary as it may seem, is that in 

this particular instance, a sudden arrest of the regional metamorphism 

took place, and that a real "front" of regional metamorphism exists, 

according to the expression used by Wegmann for migmatization, 'Which 

moreover makes the "WOrd "regional" lose its significance._/ 
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The authors propose an hypothesis to explain this fact. It appears 

possible that the conglomerate, owing to a lack of coherence at the con

tacts, or for some other reason, has presented a real barrier to the 

progress of metamorphism, a barrier that was breached in some places but 

not in others. It will be noted, concerning regional metamorphism, that 

definite discontinuities substantiate the authors• theories of the propa

gation of metamorphism by reactions in the solid state - which nacessi. 

tates close contact - much more than by solution, gas, filtration columns, 

etc., which are not compatible ~th such discontinuities. 

The possibility of a sudden arrest of regional metamorphism is con

sidered to be fundamental because of its effects on tectonics; very de

tailed studies rather than rapid examination are required to allow well

founded conclusions Which would lead to contrary conclusions in the 

present instance. 

4) It is also necessary to draw attention to the analogy Which exists 

in detail between the features of the schist front as observed and the fea

tures of the so-called "eruptive" front of some granitic masses: exomor

phism, inclusions, apopqyses, veins or networks of small veins. With the 

exception of the scale the phenomena are alike._/ 

The difference in scale could be explained by differences of ten;Jera

tures prevailing at the time of the alteration, because the reaction 

speeds increase considerably with the temperature. 

The "front" of metamorphism of the crystalline schist has, in the 

present ·case, behaved simjlarly to that of granitoid •eruptive" rocks._/ 
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The word "eruptive" commonly used to designate the granular crystal-

line rocks, whose formation has been very slow, seems incorrect; it is 

thought that the expression "eruptive rocks" ought to be restricted to 

the volcanic rocks unquestionab]¥ formed by eruption in the precise mean-

ing of the term in the expression "volcanic eruption." In the authors• 

opinion, the former expression of "igneous rocks" seems more correct to 

designate the granular, microgranular and microlithic rocks as a whole. 

For tm.s reason the word "eruptive" as put in quotation. 

This behavior is characteristic - for the granites that E. Raguin 

calls "in circwnscribed massifs"_/ - -without, however, being universal. 

- , 
Raguin, E., Problemas de la geologie du granit: Revue des questions 

scientifiques, Louvain, Main 1937. 

In a recent study on Greenland,_/ Wegmann indicated that a clearly 

OWing to the present circumstances it has not been possible to give 

the exact reference. 

"diffuse" granite of migmatitic origin had, however, an "eruptive" -behav

ior in some respects in relation to the country rock. 

This fact has also been observed for gneiss. M. J. Durand mentioned 

it some time ago for gneiss of the Massif Central lihich, for that reason, 

he qualified as orthogneiss. 

The contact observed by the authors show this behavior occurs in 

crystalline schist that is attributed to regional metamorphism; it catmot 

be in this case a question of liquid intrusion. 
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Thus similar phenomena result from the propagation or fronts of the 

various kinds or metamorphism, i.e. granitization, migmatization, and 

regional metamorphism. 

The behavior term •eruptive" appears only as a particular case of 

this propagation, more conunon and, no doubt, more pronounced in graniti

zation1 but W:lose mechanism is not different from the others. The com-

plexity of the chemical changes and of diffusion, and the variety of the 

fornations concemed, may and should lead to multiple variations. It 

can be verified by a detailed observation or the contact of a granite 

with a country rock and of the inclusions of the latter i~ granite. The 

variations are very numerous for a single contact, and also within one 

and the same inclusion where clear "fronts" of alteration can be round._/ 

This phenomenon is visible in photographs of samples published in 

I' - ' the authors' pamphleta Le granite et les reactions a 1 1etat solide. 

Loc. cit. 

But, more and more, under the various conditio:lS a uniform mechanism 

seeDJB to take shape, a.nd the finding of apop!v'ses and veins of crystalline 

schist including quartz pebbles, which remained in place, does not mean 

that such phenomena necessarilf implf in48Ct1on .ot ·liqci!d. 

S) FinallY, a particular question concerning the Alpine tectonics 

will be reconsidered. 

The Beautortin crystalline schist, which belongs to the "autochtho

nous Massits•, .. ·ia classified as Hercynian and even, by Ritter, as pre

Herc,ynian. A clear, precise fact comes out of the authors• observations& 

the metamorphism vbich created this schist in its present state has 

reached lqers llbich are generallY classified as Triassic 1 and which, 
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in aqr case, are perfectly concordant beneath the entire Mesozoic of 

the Aravis mountain range. 

This special study seems to corroborate the doubt expressed ~ 

1935 by Renl Perrin of the so-called Hercynian age of these rocks. 

It can even be said in this particular instance that there is no proof 

that the metamorphism, whose visible front of propagation stopped 

inside or at the edge of the conglomerate, is of Alpine age. If one 

agrees with the ~ters, and with an increasing number of other authors, 

that there is no distinct metamorphism without change of volume, con

sequently without folding, the probability appears, on the contrary, 

that this metamorphism is of Alpine age because all the Mesozoic strata 

are perfectly concordant above the terrain affected by the metamorphism. 

The conjecture is a serious one because it again raises questions 

concerning dogmas that are well accepted. The authors ·do not feel that 

they have the right to come to a conclusion, and they think that new 

observations are called for, which should be made with the new idea in 

mind that the propagation of metamorphism termed ·as regional· ~ termi

nate abrupt]3 or within a few centimeters owing to conditions difficult 

to observe with the naked e,ye. 

Explanations of figures 1 - 5 

1. Section of the conglomerate visible at Venthon. 

2. Block f ormed of conglomerate except on the anterior face, made up 

of a plate of schist. F, schistose tongue penetrating the conglom

erate. Length about 70 centimeters. 

3. F, "filon• of schist engulfing a fragment of conglomerate B. 

4. and 5. F, •filon" of schist with inclusions of pebbles, traversing 

a block of conglomerate. 
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hplanation of plates IV and V 

Plate IV 

1. Triassic metamorphic conglomerate showing in one of its extremities 

a green chloritic zone (v) with an apophysis (a) penetrating a sand

stone area :(c) which is less affected by the metamorphism ( 2/3 natu

ral size). 

2. Triassic metamorphosed conglomerate (Cg) with a zone of mica schist 

(s); the boundary between the two is very sinuous. (4/5 natural 

size). 

3. Triassic metamorphosed conglomerate (c) with very thin "veinlets• 

of schist (s); F, small quartz "vein" similar to those shown by the 

microphotographs 1, 2, 3 of plate V. (2/3 natural size). 

4. Sample B (p. 6); quartz grains (Q) with very sinuous and indented 

outlines, within a matrix (c) of thin phyllitic flakes and fine 

quartz grains. Polarized light x 30 ( approx. ) • 

5. !fica schist (p. 7): bands of qus.rtz (~), muscovite and sericite (m) 

chlorite (c). Natural light x 30 (approx.). 

Plate V 

1. and 2. In the mica schist (5) of plate IV, "veinlet" of quartz (F) 

with quartz grains perpendicular to the two edges (Q) and extending 

in places into the quartz aligned in the schist. 1) Polarized light, 

2) natural light x 30 (approx.). 

3. Another view of "veinlet" with quartz grains parallel to each other· 

and perpendicular to the edges. Polarized light x 30 (approx.) 



" 

4. An indented quartz grain ( Q) in the metamorphosed conglomerate 

shown on photo 4, plate IV, greater J!la.gnification than indicated 

for plate IV, photo 4. Polarized light x 150 (approx.). 

5. Zor.e l of section C (p. 6). Finely crystallized quartz in a very 

small "vein" F with crystals oriented perpendicularly to the edges. 

Polarized light x 30 ( approx. ) . 
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Figure ). F, n.rilon" of schi:Jt engulfing a fragment of 
conglomerate B. 

F 

Figura 4. and 5... F 1 "fLlotl'1 of schist with i::1Cli.lslon!1 o 1· 

pebbles, tr-clversin:: a block of conclomerateo 
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